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About This Content

This pack contains 10 skins. Unlocks the additional Dark Warrior skin for each playable character.

Frighten your enemies and crush them with style!

 Elian Dark Warrior

 Thorgrim Dark Warrior

 Pod Dark Warrior

 Melinda Dark Warrior

 Trashkarog Dark Warrior

 Rose Dark Warrior

 Odessa Dark Warrior

 Franck Dark Warrior
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 Anemhutep Dark Warrior

 Elvire Dark Warrior
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OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 1,3 GHz CPU
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Graphics: NVIDIA GT 440 or AMD Radeon HD 5550 w/ 512 MB
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What a nice story! What an awesome amount of great drawings! What a bunch of complicated fighting techniques! Great voice
acting!

Yeah, great game man. Just finished chapter/book 1, had a really good time, the story is unfolding perfectly, the choices you
make have influences, take a different turn in events.
The fighting, for me personally, a little bit too much techniques, I cannot remember everything. But I will try because it gives
the game a lot of flair!
Though, the story itself is the most important thing in the game, for that you go through the fighting scenes. ;D

MY ADVICE:
This game is a work of pure ART, not everything is accompanied with animations. Although, and most of my viewers agree on
that, is having the story told in a form of 2D animation then just merely drawings as it were a comic would be better. Now
implementing that would be a burden, I agree, but maybe, once you finish a chapter, that you can replay it in a form of a full 2D
animation movie. Only if you finish a chapter. As a reward.
And for what I have seen, there are only 3 chapters/books, would be an awesome reward of having the opportunity to see a
movie made by your choices of events and at the very end of the game you would be able to watch a full movie of your efforts.

RECOMMENDATION: HELL YEAH!. I think it was very very short we buy the game to play for awhile not in half of a day
playing it, I love the RPG games an this was the shortest game ever I plpayed. I thought this would be a neat idea for controlling
pubg and other games. I gave it a solid 5 hours in gameplay. It does as it promises. However, its not 100% even with "microsoft
voice training."

I had pretty much everything in control with my voice. Most of the time I had to issue commands more than once till the
software picked up what I was telling it to do. I found having MAP as a command in the software, with pubg, the map would
flash every other time I issued a command.
ie. Issuing reload, or weapon 1, the map would quickly flash before the command was initiated. Removing the command
entirely in pubg fixed this.

Small bugs like this were found with this specific game, I didnt try it with other games. Although it would seem useful in rts
games as well, I didnt bother to try as you would have to make profiles for every game, and load them in. Constantly trying
which voice commands work better. I found rather than having 1 sylable letters as a command, the program was more effective
with actual words.
ie. reloading a weapon as reload would work better than saying "r" or "4" in most cases.

I sent a couple bug reports through its automated report system everytime the program crashed, usually it only crashed while I
was making commands for it. While I used it in gameplay, it was never a problem.

Getting used to the layout and making commands was never an issue, its super easy, the self help guide is straight forward.

I cannot recommend this program at the moment cause of the small issues I had with the game I wanted to use it with. (PUBG)
I'm sure its very useful for other players in other games. Perfect if you are dealing with injuries, which prevent you from taking
full control of your game. It takes time to set up and time to perfect each command.

If there was a way to record each of your commands, and the program issued those in game. It might be more effective.
However it is based on windows voice system, so you basically have to issue commands with clear, and concise words, doing the
windows voice recognition test helped a little, but it still had problems triggering those commands each time I selected one..
Nice Game

Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. Fun, Cheap little indie game. Provides enjoyment for a lonely afternoon or a
snarky livestream or video. Honestly not much replayability, but what can you expect from a game that costs like a $1.50?
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A great experience type game. Very polished. Probably good for a few hours of entertainment but then it becomes a grind to
earn all the guns. I wish there was more depth to the game.. This is a pretty fun game. There are a few things that I though could
be better. Better camera placement would be one. It would be nice to swing the camera around to look at clues and whatnot.
Still, this is a very enjoyable game.. Interesting.

Wish there was a way to skip forward or a confirmation on buttons though. Pressed a button and it exits. No way to get to where
you were except to wait 3 minutes. Wow, one of the best puzzle-platformers I've encountered.
It severely messes with my schedule, playing Escape goat 2 instead of doing whatever the hell I am supposed to do :). Crummy
controls, low resolution and too clunky

Would not reccomend
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